
(Family History Consultants: The following is an example of a worksheet I used with a ward member when finding a name for her to 

take to the temple. I looked at her file before meeting with her and found names so we would have success at our first meeting. It 

explains each step I took in the process, which is helpful for me to have when I meet with the member so I won’t forget, and useful for 

ward members to follow along and to have as a reference later when they want to try to find more names on their own.) 

Ward Member _______________________, 

Go to the fan chart. Find Andrew Beyer (2 generations back from Oliver Beyer.) Click on his fan to put him in the center of the fan. 

Switch to Descendancy View. 

Go down to the last child of Andrew Beyer: David C. Beyer who married Elizabeth Swartz 

1. Daughter, Wilhelmina married John Rosenberger. They have three children: Harvey, Laura, and William. 

Note that the record for Laura Rosenberger (born 1875) does not show a spouse. Did she marry? 

First, look for records in Family Search; Go to familysearch.org search results. Restrict records by clicking on Type: marriage. (The 

marriage record is in the FS collection, but it doesn’t readily come up without more information.) So instead go to Ancestry.com. 

Type in Laura Rosenberger, 1876, Pennsylvania.   

Fortunately, the results bring up a Tree showing a spouse, George B. Tull and other details. Trees you see on Ancestry (as elsewhere) 

are only clues. You must still find proof. Look below the trees at the list of historical records. Find the Pennsylvania Death Certificate. 

It provides the proof that you need. Also, there are a variety of census records with her listed. Look for her especially in the 1930 and 

1920 census. Note the details of George T. Tull (parents, his birth information – you will need this information later to know if he is 

already in FamilySearch.). Wow! He was a lot older than her! It states in the 1920 census that this was a second marriage for him but 

her first. A child is listed, but he was born within the last 110 years (b. 1905). The couple can also be found in the 1910 census but 

the transcription indexed them by mistake as George and Laura Lull.  

Now that you know who she married, you can easily bring up this same marriage record in FamilySearch and attach it to her person’s 

page in Family Tree. (I like to attach from familysearch.org using the Source Linker when I can.) If you attach it from Ancestry.com 

then you will need to use Tree Connect (also called RecordSeek) but we will need to first add this tool to your toolbar. Let me help 

you do this. 

I found that George Tull is already in FamilySearch, with his individual ordinances completed, but he is not connected as a spouse to 

Laura Rosenberger. We need to combine these two records.  

Now you are ready to submit a request to do the sealing to spouse. To do this, click on the green temple icon on the Descendancy 

View or go to the Person’s page and click on the Ordinance tab. Follow the prompts. 

2. Next go back to the Descendancy View and find David C. Beyer again. Go down to the last two sons. Neither Douglas 

Beyer nor David Morris Beyer show a spouse. Did they marry? 

Again follow the same steps as above to find records showing their marriages and families. 

From research I learned that Douglas, born 1860, married Jemima George, daughter of David and Emily George. Note that she went 

by the nickname of Mimie (transcribed in census records as Minnie). I think they are the same person because the birth information 

for both is the same. They had two daughters, Elizabeth and Emily, whom I discovered are not in FamilySearch, and so they both 

need to be added and both need temple ordinances. Elizabeth married and her husband Frank Livergood (born in 1890) also both 

needs temple ordinances. It appears that Emily never married. 

I learned that the last son, David Morris Beyer, born 1862, was married in 1884 to Susanna Pennypacker. They had three daughters: 

Emma Eugenia born 1885, Mary Florence born 1891, and Clara born 1900.  I found that Emma is in FS, but not connected to her 

parents. The other two daughters need to be added. David and Susanna and Susanna’s parents Amos C. Pennypacker and Elizabeth 

are in FS. We may need to do some merging in order to bring all these records together in one family. It appears that their work is all 

done, but we will need to double check. 


